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GENDER AND MEDIA DIVERSITY CENTRE
By Jennifer Lewis, GMDC Manager

Synopsis
The period of 2009/2010
witnessed major growth and
progress for the Gender and Media
Diversity Centre (GMDC). The
centre, through new management
and dedicated staff, has managed
to live up to its objectives including
collecting information, connecting

people from the region and across the globe and
collaborating with like-minded institutions and
individuals who share the vision of the GMDC. As the
knowledge unit of GL, the centre assists all departments
by offering the necessary support required for the
successful implementation and popularising of key
programme areas.

Key activities

Governance
As part of building formal relationships with academic
institutions that form part of the pillars for the work of
the GMDC, the centre signed a memorandum of
understanding with the National University of Science
and Technology (NUST) based in Zimbabwe. In
addition, ISIS-WICCE and the International Federation
of Journalists (IFJ) became official partners. The
University of Zambia and Malawi Polytechnic are still
reviewing the MOU and we anticipate their partnership.
UNESCO has also been closely linked to the GMDC
seminars and research projects and we look forward
to collaborating in the future. To date, there are 18
institutional members based in seven countries
including Botswana, Kenya, Namibia, Norway, South
Africa, Zambia and Zimbabwe and there are 10
individual members from 12 countries including the
Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), India, Lesotho,
Madagascar, Malawi, Mozambique, Swaziland,
Sweden, United Kingdom, United States and Zambia.

The Diversity Exchange, the electronic newsletter of
the GMDC, is aimed at keeping our colleagues,
partners, friends and fans informed of our network’s
work, events and research. This instrument has
blossomed from a concept into a fully fledged monthly
interactive tool. Eight editions have been published to
date and the newsletter and our new website have
been designed to interface with one another.

Website and databases
In January 2010, the GMDC launched a new website.
What sets this new site apart from others is its databases
and integrated social networking platform, the Gender
and Media (GEM) Community. This community hosts

an online chat facility which is used to conduct cyber
dialogues with global participants, blogs, a contacts
database and an interactive calendar. The GMDC
hosts a plethora of knowledge tools in its Virtual
Resource Centre which contains news clippings and
case studies, as well as opinion and commentary
pieces. The GMDC research and publication databases
contain both academic, activist and student research.
In 2010 a photo repository will be developed which
will allow users to browse and purchase photographs
on line.

The contents and collection of the five GMDC databases
continue to expand. The databases and current number
of records are shown in the table below:

Databases
Contacts
Publications
Research
Clippings library

February 2009
4311
661
296

2501

February 2010
5555
798
431
2849

The GMDC provides an electronic helpdesk, where
queries are responded to within 48 hours. As part of
monitoring and evaluation, the GMDC has also started
capturing feedback from organisations and individuals.

Keeping with the 21st century, the GMDC has joined
popular social networking platforms such as Facebook
and Twitter. These cyber spaces are used to engage
with youth on key areas of our work, and to connect
with other like-minded organisations. The GMDC has
also created a page on YouTube to host video resources.

Research
The GMDC spearheaded an Audit of Gender in Media
Education and Training (GIME). This audit examined
if and how gender has been mainstreamed in training
curricula across media and journalism training
institutions in the Southern African region. The research
covered 27 institutions and 13 countries. The research
findings were discussed at a regional conference in
Johannesburg in March 2010.

We are pleased to report that already the University
of Namibia and Polytechnic of Namibia have begun
implementing the findings of the GIME in their training.
Further, the GMDC has started in-house brown-bag
lunches to discuss pertinent and often controversial
issues as a means to formulate clear institutional
positions.

The Gender and Media Diversity journal has been a
pillar of the GMDC’s work. In 2009 - 2010 the GMDC



produced three journals: Issue 6: Gender, Diversity,
Elections and the Media; Issue 7: Gender, Media and
Sport; and Issue 8: Gender and Soccer 2010: Score a
goal for gender equality! Recently, the GMDC has
hired a librarian to assist with our reference library.

Seminars

GL believes that the best way to address controversial
issues is to move them into the public domain and
debate them. Between February and May 2009, the
GMDC held a series of seven debates on the theme
of gender and transformative leadership involving 476
people in three countries (South Africa, Zambia and
Botswana).  At these debates members of the audience
made suggestions about the qualities they would like
to see in a leader. The suggestions have been analysed
and collated into a Gender Aware Leadership Checklist
which has become one of the monitoring and
evaluation tools for GL.

In August 2009, the GMDC hosted a seminar for
librarians across the SADC region. This was followed
in September by a book launch for Polygamy I- Stories:
the Heart of the Matter and a subsequent discussion
on polygamy at Constitution Hill in Johannesburg. On
November 23rd, 2009, the GMDC, in partnership with
UNESCO, hosted a meeting to explore the findings of
the GIME in Namibia, subsequent meetings were held
on February 12th, and in April. Mozambique hosted
a similar meeting in April.

On 10 December the GMDC launched an exciting
new series of seminars called "Score a Goal for Gender
Equality" which deals with the implications of the
World Cup on gender. This initial launch was held in
partnership with the Polytechnic of Namibia and the
National University of Science and Technology in
Zimbabwe. The GMDC organised a seminar titled Has
civil society and the media failed the women leaders
or have women leaders failed us? in December.
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During the Beijing +15 review, the GMDC held
seminars on five themes at the GL head office and in
New York which were accompanied by cyber
dialogues. Three youths from Sacred Heart College
volunteered to help set up the cyber dialogues at the
GL Johannesburg hub and actively participated in the
discussions.

Lessons learned
• The GIME audit has shown that while institutions

are willing to mainstream gender in the curriculum,
they lack the expertise to do so. In addition, they do
not know about the GMDC and its resources.
Therefore it is important that the GMDC assures it
reaches institutions of learning on a larger scale.

• The GMDC has revised the internship programme
and is now offering it to students who have to
complete internship as part of higher learning. This
is helping to strengthen our relationship with media
training institutions who are core partners.

• Librarians are often the gatekeepers of knowledge
and we must engage farther with them.

Next steps
• Engaging with the institutions on the findings of the

GIME audit and undertaking road shows to popularise
the work of the GMDC.

• Strengthening the link between students/ youth and
the GMDC.

• Strengthening North-South relations.
• Hosting the Gender and Media Summit.
• Participating at the Second World Journalism

Educators Congress and Highway Africa 2010.
• Forging more formal partnerships with academic

institutions.
• Promoting the Virtual Resource Centre.
• Meeting with SADC librarians from academic

institutions and gender NGOs.
• Growing the readership of the Diversity Exchange

newsletter.

What I have learned on the job
Since arriving at GL, I have learned and grown

as a gender activist and a person. This is fitting as
I manage the GMDC, which is the knowledge centre of GL.
I have learned so much from my colleagues, our interns, and
the Executive Director. From my colleagues I have learned
teamwork, and how to carry a heavy load with elegance.
From our interns, I see what it means to want to work in this
field so much that you will do so, even when it takes you far
from home, and with little income. As for Colleen Lowe Morna,
I cannot begin to list all that I have learned. In many ways
she is more than a boss, she is a mentor.  Aside from learning
from the high standards she sets, she involves herself in all
of our work. She has personally pushed me and given me
opportunities to grow in ways that have made me a better
person. When I boarded that plane in New York, I never
imagined that this would be such a learning and growth
experience. I expected to do my job, and to do it well, but I
did not expect to find a community of such caring people,
who believe in the work and in improvement, and would also
believe in mine. - Jennifer Elle Lewis

GMDC hosting cyber dialogues in Johannesburg during Beijing Plus Fifteen.
Photo: Tarisai Nyamweda
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SOCCER 2010: SCORE A GOAL FOR GENDER EQUALITY
By Saeanna Chingamuka, GMDC Programme Officer

On the eve of the FIFA Soccer
2010 World Cup, GL and the
Gender and Media Diversity
Centre (GMDC) will be spear-
heading awareness raising
campaigns, producing publi-
cations and hosting seminars
around gender and 2010. In line
with the SADC Gender Protocol
on Gender and Development that

sets 28 targets for the achievement of gender equality
by 2015 and with an event of epic proportions about
to land on our shores, there is no better time than
2010 to get the ball rolling!

GL launched its 2010 campaign, Score a Goal for
Gender Equality! on December 10th, 2009 in
Johannesburg, Zimbabwe and Namibia with
presentations from panelists to look at the effects of
Soccer 2010 on gender and a soccer match from two
local women’s soccer leagues.  At the Commission
on the Status of Women at the United Nations the
GMDC hosted a cyber dialogue on Soccer 2010
anchored in both New York and Johannesburg. The
GMDC hosted a lively debate on Soccer 2010 and
Sex work on 30 March 2010. On May 3, World Press
Freedom Day, the GMDC hosted a debate on Gender,
Soccer 2010 and Community radio.

Moving forward, GL and the GMDC will work in
partnership with the National Community Radio
Forum (NCRF) and Community Media for
Development (CMFD) in the activities outlined below.

News Service
GL and GMDC will build on our Opinion and
Commentary News Service and Train ten community
journalists on covering gender in Soccer 2010; publish
the stories produced on the GL Opinion and
Commentary platform which will also run its radio
commentaries during Soccer 2010.

Radio Spots
GL has produced three radio spots on human
trafficking under the banner "Together we can end
human trafficking" in 12 languages including English;
Afrikaans; Chichewa; French; Nyanja; Portuguese;
Sesotho; Setswana; Shona; Siswati; Shangaan and
Zulu. The radio programmes will be broadcast by
community and mainstream radio stations across
Southern Africa.

Seminar: Gender, youth and Soccer 2010: The GMDC
hosted a further colloquium on Gender and Soccer
on the 22 June 2010 that included a seminar on the
theme Opportunities, risks and voices of young people
in Soccer 2010, a regional launch of the radio spots
on human trafficking and a soccer match
between two teams comprising both girls and boys.

What I have learned on the job
The period 2009 to 2010 will remain dear to my career

development. It started off with a one week media literacy
training in Zambia. The Gender in Media Education (GIME) project
took me places and back into the classroom. As I administered the
research tools, I realised how much I miss the classroom! Thanks to
the television interview I did on SABC News International on the
launch of the Polygamy “I” Stories, I had more than a dozen friend
requests from some viewers! I was entrusted with organising and
anchoring the cyberdialogues during the Beijing Plus Fifteen Review
in Johannesburg, with my collesgues in New York. The cyber dialogues
went well. We hit the headlines of Daily Links.  I feel I have developed
excellent public relations skills, thanks to some difficult partners that
I have had to work with. I enjoy working with people, talking to them
and listening to their stories. It just gives me strength to look forward
to the next day and days to come.
- Saeanna ChingamukaMum Rose in the spirit of Soccer 2010.  Photo: Colleen Lowe Morna

Youth women speak out on the problems and possibilities of Soccer 2010.  Photo: Gender Links




